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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature

Of The Case
Talena Lynn Hampton appeals from the judgment 0f conviction entered after a jury

found Hampton guilty of grand
conspiracy t0 commit grand

aggravated assault with a deadly weapon, and

theft,

Hampton

theft.

argues that the district court erroneously

admitted evidence that a third party posted bond for

Hampton

in

two counties, the

district

court erroneously denied her motion for a mistrial, and the state presented insufﬁcient

evidence to convict

Of The

Statement

Hampton 0f aggravated

Facts

assault with a deadly

weapon.

And Course Of The Proceedings

In June 2017, Talena

Lynn Hampton and her

girlfriend,

Alexandria Arellano, were

— p.133,

staying with Kenneth White in White’s

trailer.

was

Who was being held in the Ada County jail.

p.

1

trying to post

34, Ls.3- 1 9.)

and $500

bond

for his girlfriend

White was able

in cash but

was having

help him, so he turned to

On

Who

White but

company that would agree t0 post bond for his
June

(Tr.,

p.3 12, L.1

to help

19,

2017,

p.311, L.22

1.)

—

Hampton and Arellano went
— p.291,

1.)

(Tr.,

p.290, L.23

— p.291,

L.25,

1

36, Ls.4-10.)

an acquaintance, Ivan Herrera,

member that worked
L.21.)

cards

would

L25 — p.135,

girlfriend. (Tr., p.

to

that

(TL,

had a difﬁcult time ﬁnding

Herrera was holding a gun.

Herrera said he had a family

could help.

also

gift

Hampton and Arellano met With Herrera

L.21.)

p.312, L.1

bond company

for help. (Tr., p.134,

White

L.25.)

approximately $2000 in Walmart

Hampton and Arellano

for help. (Tr., p.290, L.25

home.

p.132, L.20

a difﬁcult time ﬁnding a bail

— p.138, L3.) They agreed

p.137, L.21

a bail bond

t0 put together

(Tr.,

(Tr.,

for a bail

in his

p.311, L.19

—

bond company

While they “talked about bonding out

[White] ’s girlfriend” the conversation turned t0 Hampton’s and Arellano’s anger at White

for allegedly recording

“I’ll just

them

in the shower. (TL, p.3 12,

ﬁJcking take that fucking

money from him.”

L.16 — p.3 13, L.5.) Arellano

(State’s EX.

2

at O9:

14

—

said,

ﬂ

09:18;

TL, p.337, L.20 — p.338, L. 14.) Herrera, While cocking his gun, responded, “I’m a shooter.
I’ll

do

it.”

Hampton

(TL, p.316, Ls.5-12.)

told Herrera that “he didn’t

need a gun

t0

do

that.” (TL, p.316, Ls.16-21.)

After White got off ofwork that same day,
house.

(TL, p.139, Ls.14-20, p.291, L.22

had somebody”
She told White

—

p. 141,

that

would post the bond
had

that they

to

truck and follow

— p.292,

L.15.)

how

at the

Hampton

Hampton

it

told

name

would

18.)

White

at his

that “she

— p. 140,

L. 1 .)

(TL, p. 140, L.23

White

— p. 142,

to drive his

L.8.)

(TL, p.295, L.1

—

p.296,

When Herrera eventually pulled up in his car, Hampton saw that Herrera had brought

his gun. (State’s EX.

fake

told

in their car. (TL, p. 141, L.5

White, Hampton, and Arellano arrived before Herrera.
L.4.)

told

“TARC building.”

to get there, so

Hampton and Arellano

Hampton

for his girlfriend. (Tr., p.139, L.21

meet her friend

L8.) White did not know

Hampton and Arellano showed up

White

2

at

to

03:10 — 03:24;

“come on

ﬂ

over.”

to introduce himself t0 White.

cost $2,200 for Herrera to post

Tr.,

p.342, L.20

(TL, p.295, L.7

(Tr.,

bond

— p.343,

— p.296,

L.23.) Nevertheless,

L.4.)

Herrera used a

p.297, Ls.15-19.) Herrera told White that
for White’s girlfriend.

(Tr.,

p.145, Ls.13-

White gave Herrera the cash and gift cards he brought to pay for the bond. (TL, p.298,

L.25 — p.299, L.12.) Herrera told White that they needed t0 ﬁll out paperwork in his ofﬁce

around the corner 0f the building. (TL,

As

they walked around the corner of the building, Herrera “spun around

sudden and had a gun and pointed
there.’”

p. 146, Ls.8-14.)

(TL, p.147, Ls.10-15.)

it

at

[White] and told [him] to

White walked back

.

t0 his truck

.

.

all

0f a

‘Get the fuck out 0f

and drove back

t0 his

trailer.

(TL, p. 149, L.16

— p.150,

too. (TL, p. 1 50, Ls.8- 12.)

Hampton and Arellano

L.7.)

returned to White’s trailer

Hampton told White that Herrera had given White

(TL, p.150, Ls.15-23.)

Hampton and Arellano then left White’s

lived there for the past

few weeks, never

trailer and, despite

returned. (Tr., p. 1 50, L.24

buy an iPhone With

cards that he stole from White.

Walmart with

(Tr.,

p.346, Ls.1-6.)

the stolen gift cards. (TL, p.346, L.7

Arellano used a
p.308, Ls.9-13.) While

gift

a ride t0

Walmart

the stolen gift cards. (TL, p.232, Ls.1 1-22, p.305, L.15

p.306, L.13, p.345, Ls.17-22.) Herrera gave Arellano and

gift

having

— p. 1 51, L21.)

Hampton and Arellano met back up With Herrera and gave him
so he could

a fake name.

card to pay for a hotel

Hampton was

in the hotel

— p.347,

room

—

Hampton two of the Walmart
Arellano and

Hampton

left

L.6.)

for Arellano

and Hampton.

(Tr.,

room, the front desk called Hampton and

warned her not t0 g0 outside t0 her car. (TL, p.309, L.20 — p.3 10, L.20.) Hampton believed
the cops

had come looking for her because she “had drugs

L.20 — p.3 10, L20.) In

reality,

it

was a

bail

in the [hotel]

bondsman looking

for

room.”

(Tr, p.309,

Hampton because

she

“had a misdemeanor warrant.” (TL, p.309, L.20 — p.310, L20.) Hampton grabbed the
hotel

key cards and a stolen

gift

card and ran. (TL, p.3 10, L.24

Hampton “was running from

the cops for a

— p.31 1,

L.2.)

good 45 minutes.” (TL, p.309, L.20 —

p.310, L20.) She then decided t0 g0 to Herrera’s house. (TL, p.349, Ls.16-22.) Shortly

after

Hampton

arrived at Herrera’s

got [her].” (Tr., p.349, L.23

The

state

— p.350,

in the

door and came and

L.17.)

charged Hampton With grand theft and aggravated assault with a deadly

weapon under an
commit grand

home, “the bondsman kicked

aiding and abetting theory of liability as well as with conspiracy t0

theft.

(R., pp.47-49.)

At

trial,

the bail

bondsman Who was looking

for

Hampton on

the

day of the assault

the following exchange occurred

testiﬁed.

(Tr.,

p.180, Ls.8-13.) During his testimony,

between him and the prosecutor:

Q. [] Leading up t0 the incident
had you had With the defendant?

in June,

how many

personal interactions

A. Very limited, probably two t0 three interactions. My supervisor.
also
had more interactions With her than I did, posting bonds for her 0n behalf in
.

Ada and Elmore
(T12,

p.185, Ls.17-24.)

counties.”

.

Counties.

Hampton’s counsel objected

as to “the relevancy of these other

(TL, p.185, Ls.24-25.) The district court overruled the objection 0n the basis

that “this g0[es] to identiﬁcation.” (Tr., p.186, Ls.1-4.)

Later during the same witness’s testimony, the following exchange occurred With
the prosecutor:

Q.

What happened then?

A.

Well,

we

placed [Hampton] into custody.

and

vehicle, put her in our vehicle,

we

We

walked her out

t0 our

decided to take her t0 the Elmore

County jail.
[Hampton] was out on bond with us, and she had warrants out 0f Ada,
Elmore, Jerome, and Twin, so we ﬁgured Elmore would be the best central
location for everything to be served on her and t0 get off her bond there.
(Tr.,

p.192, Ls.8-16.) Hampton’s counsel did not object but, after the next three questions

had been asked and answered, asked
0f the jury.

moved

(Tr.,

p.192, Ls.17-25.)

for a mistrial

on the basis

speak t0 the

Once

the jury

that “[W]e

warrants out of different counties.”

arguments from both

t0

(Tr.,

sides, the district court

district court outside

of the presence

had been excused, Hampton’s counsel

have so much cumulative evidence about

p.193, L.24

—

p.194, L.21.)

denied the motion.

(Tr.,

After hearing

p.203, Ls.7-18.)

Subsequently, during the testimony of Ofﬁcer Rivers, one 0f the ofﬁcers involved
in the investigation, the following

exchange occurred between Ofﬁcer Rivers and the

prosecutor:

Q. Did [Hampton]—earlier, you had said that you had asked her how the
circumstances 0f the robbery came about. Did she say anything else in that
regard?

met—When I say they—her,
and [Herrera]—had met at the Chevron, McDonald’s, located at
the intersection of Washington and Addison.

A.

Well, she mentioned that they had

[Arellano],

Q. Here in Twin Falls?

A. Here in Twin
the

Falls.

She had purchased some methamphetamine, and

conversation —

(TL, p.228, Ls.14-24.) Hampton’s counsel cut off Ofﬁcer Rivers With an objection, and
the district court sustained the objection.

(TL, p.228, L.22

—

p.229, L.1.)

Hampton’s

counsel then told the district court he would “like t0 add that as a basis for [the] prior

motion,” and the

district court said “it is

noted With the other motion as well.” (TL, p.229,

Ls.2-6.)

The jury convicted Hampton on
sentenced

Hampton

t0

all

counts.

(R., pp.131-32.)

The

district court

an aggregate sentence of three years ﬁxed and twelve years

indeterminate. (R., pp.142-45.)

Hampton timely

appealed. (R., pp.148-50.)

ISSUES
Hampton

states the issues

0n appeal

as:

Did the

district court abuse its discretion by admitting irrelevant
evidence of Ms. Hampton’s bonds in other counties t0 prove

I.

identity?

Did the

II.

by denying Ms. Hampton’s motion for a
improper testimony 0n Ms. Hampton’s
other counties and her methamphetamine purchase?

district court err

mistrial after the jury heard

warrants in

Did

III.

Ms. Hampton aided and abetted Mr. Herrera in
gun When the evidence showed nothing more than

the State prove

his assault With a

her mere knowledge, acquiescence, 0r assent t0 his crime?
(Appellant’s brief, p.6.)

The
I.

state rephrases the issues as:

Was the erroneous admission 0f evidence ofHampton’s bonds in other counties
harmless?

II.

Has Hampton

failed to

show

that the district court erred

when

it

denied her

motion for a mistrial?
III.

Has Hampton
convict

failed t0 show that the state presented insufﬁcient evidence t0
Hampton of aggravated assault with a deadly weapon 0n a theory of

aiding and abetting?

ARGUMENT
I.

The Testimony That
A.

A Third Party Posted Bonds For Hampton Was Harmless

Introduction

Although the
that his supervisor

statement

district court

should not have admitted the bail bondsman’s testimony

had posted bonds for Hampton, the admission 0f the

was harmless

for

two reasons.1

First, the jury

witnesses Without obj ection, including from

overwhelming evidence of Hampton’s

B.

Standard

heard similar testimony from other

Hampton herself. Second,

the state presented

guilt.

is

relevant

State V. Abdullah, 158 Idaho 386, 432,

concedes that the
is

bondsman’s

Of Review

“[W]hether the evidence

question

bail

district court

is

a matter 0f law that

348 P.3d

1,

is

subj ect to free review.”

47 (2015). Here, however, the

erroneously admitted irrelevant evidence.

Whether “the appellate court

is

able t0 say,

Thus, the only

beyond a reasonable doubt,

jury would have reached the same result absent the error.”

State V.

state

that the

Razo-Chavez, 159

Idaho 590, 593, 364 P.3d 291, 294 (2016) (quotations omitted).

C.

The Bail Bondsman’s Testimony That His Supervisor Posted Bonds For Hampton

Was Harmless
The erroneous admission of

the bail

bondsman’s statement

that his supervisor

posted bonds for Hampton in Ada and Elmore counties does not require this Court t0 vacate

Hampton’s convictions. “Any

1

Hampton
State

does not affect

Rule 404(b) argument for the ﬁrst time 0n appeal. (Appellant’s brief,
Her counsel’s relevancy objection did not preserve a Rule 404(b) objection.
V. Cannady, 137 Idaho 67, 72, 44 P.3d 1122, 1127 (2002).

pp.10-12.)

E

error, defect, irregularity 0r variance that

raises a

must be disregarded.”

substantial rights

substantial right has

been affected hinges 0n Whether

The

(quotations omitted).

it

appears from the record that the
592, 364 P.3d at 293

at

and

error did not contribute to the verdict,

able to say,

is

“The determination 0f whether a

Razo-Chavez, 159 Idaho

error contributed to the verdict.”

“the appellate court

I.C.R. 52.

beyond a reasonable doubt,

posted bonds for

The admission 0f the

evidence of Hampton’s

at 593,

bondsman’s statement

Hampton was harmless because

other Witnesses, including from

First, the

bail

(1) the jury

Hampton herself, and (2) the

thus harmless, if

that the jury

reached the same result absent the error.” Razo-Chavez, 159 Idaho
(quotations omitted).

is

would have

364 P.3d

at

294

that his supervisor

heard similar evidence from

state

presented overwhelming

guilt.

admission of the bail bondsman’s statement was harmless because the

jury heard similar evidence Without objection.

harmless where

similar

evidence

error in the admission of evidence is

“was admitted without

the defendant argued that the district court

obj ection

through

_, 426 P.3d 469, 476 (2018).

Witnesses.” State V. Capone, 164 Idaho 118,

his earlier attempted strangulation

An

In

other

gm,

had erroneously admitted testimony regarding

0f the Victim in Violation of I.R.E. 404(b).

EQ

The

Idaho Supreme Court held “the error was harmless because testimony of strangulation was
admitted Without objection through other Witnesses.”

I_d.;

ﬂ

State V.

Woodburv, 127

Idaho 757, 761, 905 P.2d 1066, 1070 (Ct. App. 1995) (ﬁnding erroneously admitted
testimony harmless because

The

bail

was “notably repetitive of [another Witness] ’s testimony”).

bondsman’s statement

harmless because
objection.

it

it

was notably

that his supervisor posted

repetitive

White testiﬁed Without objection

bonds for Hampton was

of other evidence admitted Without any

that,

on the night 0f the

assault,

Viking Bail

Bonds was “looking

for

some other county”

(Tr.,

[Hampton]

.

.

p.153, L.18

company would be looking

for

.

[b]ecause she had a warrant 0r something from

— p.154,

Hampton due

bond company had posted bond

for

t0

L.4),

and the only reason a

an outstanding warrant

Hampton? The

objection and prior t0 the statement at issue, that

Bonds’s] clients that failed t0 appear 0n us and

bail

bondsman

is

bail

because the bail

also testiﬁed, without

Hampton “was one of [Viking

we had

bond

t0 bring her back.”

Bail

(TL, p.184,

L.25 — p.185, L.4.)

Even Hampton
and

that she “didn’t

herself testiﬁed that “Viking Bail

want

to

go back

because she
to

owed Viking

still

pay the $100

p.290, Ls.1-18;

if

she helped

ﬂ alﬂ

T11,

t0 help

Bail

.

.

.

t0 jail.” (TL, p.290, Ls.5-18.)

testimony to support her defense. Speciﬁcally,

went “to such great lengths”

Bonds

Bonds $100

p.292, L.16

Hampton

[her] out”

offered that

Hampton tried t0 convince the jury that

White ﬁnd money

ﬁnd someone

had bonded

for

t0 post

bond

she

for his girlfriend

bonding her out and White had agreed

willing to

— p.293, L.11

bond out White’s
(“I just

girlfriend.

had bonded out

(Tr.,

ofjail.”).)

Furthermore, during opening statements, Hampton’s counsel effectively told the
jury that the bail

bondsman was going

to testify that

Hampton had bonds posted 0n her

behalf:

Then

the

bondsman, they

start

an investigation. They say, we have a lot 0f
lot of felony warrants out of Elmore

warrants out of Elmore County, a

County.

[Hampton]. There are n0 warrants, except maybe a battery
one, out of Elmore County. This is a very unusual situation why a bail
bondsman are undertaking their own investigation When she doesn’t have

They go

after

Violations 0f felony warrants as they claimed.

2

The jury would have understood this because the bail bondsman had explained, Without
objection, how bail bond companies operate. (TL, p. 1 81, L.4 — p. 1 84, L.24.)

(TL, p. 123, L. 1 8
said the bail

the bail

— p. 1 24,

L.2.)

bondsman would

The bail bondsman telling the jury what Hampton’s counsel
tell

the jury could not have prejudiced

bondsman’s testimony regarding Hampton’s

bail

bonds was

own

testimony presented without objection, Hampton’s

Hampton. Because
repetitive 0f other

testimony, and Hampton’s

counsel’s opening statement, the admission of the bail bondsman’s testimony

was

harmless.

Second, the admission of the bail bondsman’s statement was harmless because the
state

presented overwhelming evidence of Hampton’s

evidence

Any error in the admission of

guilt.

harmless Where the properly admitted evidence of guilt

is

State V. Herrera, 164 Idaho 261,

_,

is

overwhelming.

429 P.3d 149, 161 (2018) (“[W]e ﬁnd

m

that the

admission of Detective Berger’s testimony was harmless based on the overwhelming
evidence that Herrera shot [the Victim].”).
Here, Hampton’s

own version of events gave

she committed the crimes charged:
for recording

them

in the shower.

discussed their frustrations.

Arellano said,

“I’ll just

(Tr.,

the jury

Hampton and Arellano were “fucking pissed”
(Tr.,

p.321, Ls.10-16.)

p.327, L.24

— p.328,

fucking take that ﬁJcking

told Herrera that “he didn’t

3

— 09:22;

need a gun

to

Whatever support Hampton’s statement

of staying

Hampton

silent or telling

theory that

do

White

L.17.)

money from

During the conversation,
[White].” (State’s EX. 2 at

“I’ll

p.316, Ls.5-12.)

take

it

from him. I’m a

Hampton claimed

she then

that.”3 (Tr., p.3 16, Ls.16-21.)

to Herrera that

know

mﬂm

“he didn’t need a gun to do that”

Herrera would use a gun,
Part III,
“he
didn’t need a gun to [take White’s m0ney]” instead
told Herrera

gives t0 her defense that she did not
the fact that

Tr.,

at

that

They met up With Herrera and

09:14 — 09:18.) Herrera responded, While cocking his gun,
shooter.” (State’s EX. 2 at 09:18

overwhelming evidence

Herrera not to take White’s

Hampton agreed t0 and participated
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money at all only supports the state’s

in executing the plan to steal

from White.

That same day, Hampton and Arellano returned to White’s
they had found someone to help post bond for his girlfriend.

Hampton then led White to
(TL, p.292, L.16

Herrera had, in

—

a building she

When

p.293, L.18.4)

brought his gun.

fact,

trailer

(Tr.,

and told White

p.292, Ls.5-15.)

knew was used for drug testing—not bail bonds.
Herrera pulled up in his

(Tr.,

p.342, L.20

— p.343,

car,

L.23.)

Hampton saw
Even

so,

that

Hampton

encouraged White to “come on over.” (TL, p.295, L.7 — p.296, L.4.) Herrera introduced
himself t0 White using what Hampton

L24.) Herrera told White

that posting

Herrera the cash and Walmart
(TL, p.297, L.15

— p.299,

knew

gift

to

be a fake name.

bond was going

White

gun 0n White, and demanded White leave Without
p.298, L.25

— p.301,

t0 the side

his

money

still

according to Hampton’s

Arellano met up with Herrera.

gift cards.

(TL, p.306, L.14

Hampton and Arellano used

When

individuals

silent.

0f the building, pulled his

Walmart

gift cards.

Hampton

—

testimony,

(T12,

Hampton and

They gave Herrera a

gift cards,

iPhone. (Tn, p.345, Ls.21-22, p.346, Ls.7-8.) Herrera gave

12.)

and White gave

Hampton remained

0r

own

(TL, p.345, Ls.17-20.)

Walmart, the place Herrera could redeem the stolen

Walmart

— p.298,

L.10.)

Later that night,

the stolen

p.297, L.15

to cost $2,200,

cards he had collected while

L.12.) Herrera led

(T12,

so Herrera could

ride t0

buy a new

Hampton and Arellano two 0f

p.307, L.3, p.346, Ls.1-6, p.348, Ls.1-

a gift card t0 check into a hotel.

(TL, p.308, Ls.9-13.)

believed t0 be law enforcement showed up at the hotel room,

Hampton grabbed one of the

stolen

Walmart

gift

4

cards and ran. (Tr., p.309, L.20

— p.31 1,

White testiﬁed that he had “no idea” what the TARC building was because he is “not
from here, so [he] had never heard of it or seen it before that day.” (TL, p.162, Ls.12-23.)
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L.2.)

(T12,

She eventually ended up

Herrera’s

at

The bondsman

p.349, Ls.16-22.)

home

arrested

in

an effort to escape from the polices

Hampton

in Herrera’s house.

(TL, p.349,

L.23 — p.350, L.17.)
In sum,

gun

t0 steal

Hampton confessed to the jury that Herrera told her he was going t0 use his

White’s

money and

and Herrera, led White

that she, nevertheless, set

to Herrera,

Herrera spend the stolen

met up With Herrera

gift cards,

up the meeting between White

after the

and beneﬁtted from the spoils 0f Herrera’s crime.

reasonable juror, having heard that version 0f events from

Hampton not

guilty of aiding

assault with a deadly

aggravated assault, helped

and abetting grand

weapon, or conspiring

to

theft,

Hampton

herself,

N0

could ﬁnd

aiding and abetting aggravated

commit grand

theft.

Any

error in the

admission of the bail bondsman’s statement was thus harmless.

Hampton Has

Failed

To Show The

Districtléourt Erred

When It Denied Her Motion For

A Mistrial
A.

Introduction

The

district court

errors that precipitated

The

bail

properly denied Hampton’s motion for a mistrial because the

Hampton’s motion were harmless When Viewed

bondsman’s statement

that

Hampton had

retrospectively.

outstanding warrants

was harmless

because the jury heard similar evidence from other witnesses Without obj ection, including

from Hampton

herself.

Ofﬁcer Rivers’s statement

methamphetamine was harmless because the

5

Hampton

testiﬁed at

trial that

that

Hampton had purchased

district court sustained

Hampton’s objection

she “gave [the stolen gift card] back to the

bondsman

t0

return t0 [White].” (TL, p.307, Ls.4-12.) But she only gave the stolen gift card back after
the

bondsman

arrested her and after

more than half of the money 0n

spent. (TL, p.175, Ls.1 1-24.)

12

the gift card

had been

and the jury heard similar evidence from Hampton,
defend herself against the
that the state presented

Standard

B.

state’s charges.

who used her association with drugs to

Moreover, both statements were harmless given

overwhelming evidence 0f Hampton’s

guilt.

Of Review

“The standard ofreview of a denial of a motion for mistrial
Court’s] focus

is

mistrial motion.

incident,

Viewed

upon
The

the continuing impact

trial

0n the

trial

is

well-settled:

.

.

.

[This

of the incident that triggered the

judge’s refusal to declare a mistrial Will be disturbed only if that

retrospectively, constituted reversible error.”

Idaho 53, 68, 253 P.3d 727, 742 (2011) (quoting State

V. Field,

State V. Ellington, 151

144 Idaho 559, 571, 165

P.3d 273, 285 (2007)).

C.

Court Did Not Err

The

District

The

district court

When It Denied Hampton’s Motion For A Mistrial

properly denied Hampton’s motion for a mistrial.6

“A

mistrial

may be declared 0n motion of the defendant When there occurs during the trial, either inside
or outside the courtroom, an error 0r legal defect in the proceedings, or conduct that

prejudicial to the defendant

6

Hampton
1

8 n.3.)

fair trial.”

I.C.R. 29.1(a).

suggests that an open question exists as to Which party has the burden “t0

show

0f a motion for a mistrial.” (Appellant’s

brief,

harmlessness in the
p.

and deprives the defendant of a

is

district court’s denial

As Hampton acknowledges,

the Idaho Court of Appeals has disagreed With that

proposition in an unpublished decision, and the Idaho Supreme Court denied review in that

Hampton ﬁled her opening brief.

E

Order Denying Petition for Review, Apr.
23, 2019, State V. Carpentier, N0. 45617-2017. Furthermore, this Court has held that the
“criminal defendant” has the burden of showing “reversible error” when appealing from
the denial 0f a motion for a mistrial, see State V. Johnson, 163 Idaho 412, 421, 414 P.3d
234, 243 (2018), and reversible error—by deﬁnition—is an error that is not harmless,
case since

ﬂ

Grantham, 146 Idaho 490, 498, 198 P.3d 128, 136 (Ct. App. 2008) (“[E]rror is not
reversible unless it is shown t0 be prejudicial.”). Thus, when a defendant appeals a district
court’s decision denying her motion for a mistrial, she has the burden of proving that the
error that precipitated the motion for a mistrial was not harmless.
State V.
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Neither the bail bondsman’s statement regarding Hampton’s warrants nor Ofﬁcer Rivers’s

testimony regarding
her 0f a

Hampton purchasing drugs

prejudiced

Hampton such

that

it

deprived

fair trial.

The Bail Bondsman’s Statement Regarding Hampton’s Warrants Was

1.

Harmless

The

bondsman’s unsolicited remark

bail

did not deprive

Hampton of a

fair trial.

that

Hampton had

An error in the

outstanding warrants

admission 0f evidence

harmless

is

Where similar evidence “was admitted Without objection through other Witnesses.”
V.

Capone, 164 Idaho 118,

_, 426 P.3d 469, 476 (2018); ﬂ State

V.

412, 424-27, 414 P.3d 234, 246-49 (2018). In Johnson, the defendant

When

a witness presented testimony after improperly having his

Idaho

at

424, 414 P.3d

at

246.

Johnson, 163 Idaho

moved for a mistrial

memory

The Idaho Supreme Court observed

m

refreshed.

163

that the district court

erred in admitting the witness’s testimony but found the error harmless “because the

relevant evidence the Witness provided in his testimony

during the

trial.”

Li.

Accordingly, the court held the

the defendant’s motion for a mistrial.

P.3d 1143, 1147

(Ct.

Li;

ﬂ

was introduced

district court

into evidence later

did not err in denying

State V. Pickens, 148 Idaho 554, 558,

App. 2010) (afﬁrming denial of defendant’s motion

224

for mistrial based

0n prosecutor revealing during her opening statement an inadmissible statement made by
defendant because the defendant’s statement “was later presented

at

trial

Without

objection”).

Similar to the bail bondsman’s statement regarding Hampton’s bonds,

Part

I,

the bail

ﬂ s_um

bondsman’s statements regarding warrants did not prejudice Hampton

because Hampton’s warrants came into evidence during the

trial

without obj ection. During

opening statements, Hampton’s counsel told the jury that the “bondsman” believed

14

Hampton had “a
White

L.2.)

0f felony warrants out of Elmore County.” (TL, p.123, L.18 —

lot

testiﬁed, Without obj ection, that

Viking Bail Bonds was looking for Hampton

“[b]ecause she had a warrant 0r something from

Before making the statement

p.154, L.4.)

obj ection that Viking Bail

Bonds “had

testiﬁed, before the statement at issue

you know, a warrant
In addition,

arrest.

And

some

(TL, p.318, L.14

bondsman

—

testiﬁed without

[Hampton] back” because she “was one 0f

The

(TL, p.185, Ls.2-4.)

and without objection,

for [Hampton].” (TL, p.187,

Hampton

other county.” (TL, p.153, L.23

at issue, the bail

t0 bring

our clients that failed to appear 0n us.”

p. 124,

that

L25 — p.188,

bail

bondsman

also

Viking Bail Bonds “had,

L.1

1.)

herself repeatedly testiﬁed that she had warrants out for her

— p.320,

L.1

1,

p.354, L.23

— p.355,

L.6, p.365, L.18

— p.366,

L.2.)

she tried t0 use her warrants as a defense against the state’s consciousness—of—guilt

The

theory.

state

implied that

Hampton had run from

the hotel after the assault because

she believed law enforcement were looking for her as a perpetrator of the assault.

(TL,

p.354, L.15

— p.355,

that she ran

from the hotel because she thought the cops were looking for her because she

L.8.)

Hampton

“had misdemeanor warrants.”

(Tr.,

tried t0 explain

p.354, L.23

away

the state’s theory

merely sought
p.18.)

Her

to diffuse the

reliance

be used

t0 neutralize

is

and the

any prejudice because she

114 Idaho

district court

brief,

misplaced.

In Gu_inn, a witness testiﬁed that the defendant

mistrial,

Hampton argues

impact of the bail bondsman’s statements. (Appellant’s

0n Gu_inn

time in the penitentiary.

testifying

— p.355, L6.)

Citing State V. Guinn, 114 Idaho 30, 752 P.2d 632 (Ct. App. 1988),
that her references to the warrants cannot

by

at 33,

752 P.2d

denied the motion.

15

I_d.

was a convicted felon Who had spent
at 635.

The defendant moved

The defendant

later

for a

admitted to the

jury that he had a criminal record but explained that “these crimes were committed

immediately after his father’s untimely death.”

I_d.

at 34,

752 P.2d

at

636.

The Idaho Court

of Appeals held that the defendant did not waive his obj ection t0 the jury hearing about his
criminal record

when he admitted he had

a criminal record because he only “sought to

defuse the impact of his felony record.” Li.
Here, unlike the defendant in

admitted evidence merely “t0 defuse

M,

[its]

Hampton

impact.”

Li

did not discuss the erroneously

Indeed, Hampton’s counsel

was

the

ﬁrst person t0 introduce Hampton’s outstanding warrants to the jury—before there was any
impact to defuse—and the only person to mention felony warrants.7 (TL, p.123, L.18 —
p.124, L.2.)

And both White and the bail bondsman testiﬁed that Hampton had at least one

outstanding warrant before

Hampton subsequently

reference t0 warrants. (TL, p.153, L.23

— p.154,

objected to the bail bondsman’s later

L.4, p.187, L.25

— p.188,

L.1

1.)

Moreover, rather than try t0 defuse the impact of the bail bondsman’s mention of
the warrants,

Hampton afﬁrmatively used

the warrants in her

own

testimony t0 defend

herself against the state’s consciousness-of-guilt theory (TL, p.354, L.25

— p.355, L.6

(claiming she ran from “the cops” because she “had misdemeanor warrants”)) and casually

mentioned the warrants in lengthy narratives that had nothing

bondsman’s mention 0f the warrants (TL, p.318, L.14 — p.320, L.11
Ofﬁcer Rivers told her

t0

do with the

bail

(telling the jury that

“[t]here’s a warrant out for you”); Tr., p.364, L.21

—

p.366, L.8

(explaining she did not want t0 give Herrera a ride t0 court because she “had warrants”)).

Because Hampton ﬁrst introduced her outstanding warrants,

7

As

all.

bondsman did not describe the type of warrants at
(“We haven’t talked about felony convictions. We haven’t talked

the district court observed, the bail
(Tr., p.203, Ls. 12- 1 8

failed t0 object to prior

about What those matters were.”).
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testimony regarding outstanding warrants, and referenced her warrants for more than just
defusing the impact 0f erroneously admitted evidence, Gu_inn does not apply here.

Hampton

also faults the district court for failing t0 give a limiting 0r curative

instruction with respect to the warrants.

(Appellant’s brief, p.17.) But Hampton’s “trial

counsel bore primary responsibility for ensuring the error was cured in the manner most

advantageous to his

client.”

Greer

483 U.S. 756, 766 n.8 (1987). Hampton’s

V. Miller,

counsel did not obj ect t0 the bail bondsman’s testimony regarding the warrants, did not ask
that the testimony

and remained

be

silent

stricken, did not request a limiting or curative instruction

on the issue even

after the district court expressly

asked the parties for

“some advice or some guidance or suggestions from counsel” on whether
talk t0 the jury

Hampton’s

now”

or “present something in ﬁnal instructions.”

(T12,

t0 “instruct 0r

p.200, Ls.6-18.)

silence in the face of the district court effectively asking Whether she

limiting or curative instruction precludes her

0n the

0f any kind,

district court.

E

State V.

wanted a

from pinning the lack 0f such an instruction

(holding district court has no obligation to give limiting instruction sua sponte);

m,
“the

trial

115 Idaho 457, 459, 767 P.2d 832, 834 (Ct. App. 1989) (rejecting argument that
court should have given at least a curative instruction” because the defendant

“made n0 request”
2.

m

Moore, 131 Idaho 814, 823, 965 P.2d 174, 183 (1998)

for such an instruction).

Rivers’s
Ofﬁcer
Statement
Methamphetamine Was Harmless

Ofﬁcer Rivers’s unsolicited statement

methamphetamine” did not deprive Hampton 0f a

Regarding

that

Hampton

Hampton “had purchased some

fair trial.

(T12,

the district court sustains an objection after instructing the jury

p.228, Ls.22-24.)

When

on the signiﬁcance 0f a

sustained obj ection, “[i]t must be presumed that the jury obeyed the

17

Purchasing

trial

court’s direction

to disregard entirely testimony to

which an obj ection has been sustained.”

130 Idaho 550, 553, 944 P.2d 147, 150

(Ct.

App. 1997). Before the

court gave the jury an instruction “advising
sustained,”

Q,

that mirrored the Idaho

(Compare R., p.95,

ﬂ

them What

it

Because the

trial started,

the district

means when an objection

Supreme Court’s recommended jury

instruction.

district court instructed the

(Tr.,

p.228, L.22

— p.229,

jury on the signiﬁcance of a sustained

objection and “this Court presumes the jury followed the court’s jury instructions,”

V. Miller,

N0. 46517,

prejudiced

slip 0p. at

Hampton—much

less

deprived her of a

fair trial.

repeatedly testiﬁed regarding her association With drugs.

at

L24.)

E gm,

476; Johnson, 163 Idaho at 424-27, 414 P.3d at 246-49.

the reason she

met with Herrera was to purchase drugs

She testiﬁed

p.291, L.21.)

that

White gave her money

She testiﬁed

that she ran

Hampton
164 Idaho

herself

at

_,

Hampton testiﬁed that

for White. (TL, p.282, L.25

t0 purchase drugs.

— p.283,

(TL, p.290, L.23

—

from the hotel when she thought the police had

arrived because she “had drugs in the room.”

testiﬁed that she used

m

*6 (Idaho 2019), Ofﬁcer Rivers’s statement could not have

Furthermore, Ofﬁcer Rivers’s statement was harmless because

426 P.3d

is

ICJI 104.) Before Ofﬁcer Rivers ﬁnished his sentence, Hampton’s

counsel objected and the district court sustained the objection.

L.6.)

State V. Miller,

(Tr.,

p.309, L.20

methamphetamine on the day of the

—

p.310, L20.)

assault.

And

she

(TL, p.324, L.22

—

p.325, L.18.) In fact, Hampton’s counsel even mentioned Hampton’s drug use during his
closing argument.

(TL, p.431, L.5

—

p.432, L.1.)

Because Hampton herself repeatedly

testiﬁed regarding her purchase and use of illegal drugs, Ofﬁcer Rivers’s mention of

Hampton purchasing drugs could not have deprived her of a

18

fair trial.

At

trial

and on appeal, Hampton has argued

because the prosecutor “brought

But the

p.17-18.)

district

statement (TL, p.228, L.25

it

up

ﬁrst.”

(Tr.,

court sustained

— p.229, L6),

Hampton’s association with drugs

that she could talk about the drugs

p.283, Ls.22-23;

Hampton’s objection

so there

was n0 evidence

Hampton put

until

examination (TL, p.282, L.25 — p.283, L.24).

ﬂ

Given

it

that

Appellant’s brief,

to

Ofﬁcer Rivers’s

in the record regarding

own

there during her

Hampton

direct

repeatedly testiﬁed

concerning her association with drugs, she has failed t0 show Ofﬁcer Rivers’s comment,

Which was not admitted

into evidence, deprived her

of a

In addition t0 the reasons stated above as to

denying Hampton’s motion for a
in

denying the motion for

offenses

Why

the district court did not err in

mistrial, “the trial court did not

mistrial, for the

was extensive and compelling.”

supra Part

fair trial.

commit

reversible error

evidence of [Hampton’s] guilt of the charged

m,

148 Idaho

at

558, 224 P.3d at 1147;

ﬂ

I.

III.

To Show That The State Presented Insufﬁcient Evidence To
Convict Hampton Of Aggravated Assault With A Deadly Weapon

Hampton Has

A.

Introduction

The
that

Failed

state

presented more than sufﬁcient evidence for a reasonable juror t0 conclude

Hampton aided and

abetted Herrera’s aggravated assault With a deadly weapon.

Hampton’s own version of the events showed the jury that,

after

Herrera told

Hampton that

he was going to use his gun t0 take White’s money, Hampton led White to Herrera, saw
Herrera’s gun at the meeting before the assault but continued With the plan,

met up With

Herrera after the assault and gave him a ride t0 Walmart t0 use the stolen

beneﬁtted from the stolen

gift cards,

and ran

19

to Herrera’s

home when

gift cards,

she believed the

police were chasing her.

that

B.

A reasonable jury could conclude

Hampton aided Herrera

Standard

in using his

gun

to take the

from the evidence presented

money and

gift

cards from White.

Of Review

“This Court ‘will uphold a judgment of conviction entered upon a jury verdict so

long as there

is

substantial evidence

upon which a

rational trier

the prosecution proved all essential elements 0f the crime

State V. Kralovec,

of fact could conclude that

161 Idaho 569, 572, 388 P.3d 583, 586 (2017) (quoting

Severson, 147 Idaho 694, 712, 215 P.3d 414, 432 (2009)).
‘reasonable trier of fact

would accept

it

and rely upon

it

m

beyond a reasonable doubt.”

“Evidence

in determining

is

substantial if a

Whether a disputed

point 0f fact has been proven.’” Severson, 147 Idaho at 712, 215 P.3d at 432 (quoting

V. Mitchell,

130 Idaho 134, 135, 937 P.2d 960, 961

(Ct.

m

App. 1997) (brackets omitted)).

This Court must “View the evidence in the light most favorable to the prosecution in

determining Whether substantial evidence exists” and “Will not substitute

judgment

for that

[its]

own

of the jury on matters such as the credibility of witnesses, the weight to

be given t0 certain evidence, and the ‘reasonable inferences to be drawn from the
evidence.”

C.

The

I_d.

(quoting State V. Sheahan, 139 Idaho 267, 285, 77 P.3d 956, 974 (2003)).

State Presented

More Than Sufﬁcient Evidence To Convict Hampton Of
A Deadly Weapon

Aggravated Assault With

The

state

presented more than sufﬁcient evidence that

Hampton aided and

Herrera in committing aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.

To prove

that

abetted

Hampton

aided and abetted Herrera in committing assault With a deadly weapon, the state had t0

prove that Herrera used his gun to “intentionally and unlawfully threaten[] by word 0r act
to

d0 Violence

to [White],

with an apparent ability to d0

20

so,

and

[did]

some

act

which

create[d] a well-founded fear in [White] that such Violence is

and

that

Hampton

“by intentionally aiding,

participated in the crime

hiring, counseling, and/or procuring another to

assist in its

commission”

(R., p.1 18).

imminent”

commit the crime With

(R., pp.120-22),

abetting, advising,

intent t0

Hampton does not argue that Herrera did not commit

an aggravated assault With a deadly weapon against White, only that the
insufﬁcient evidence that

As

promote 0r

state

presented

(m Appellant’s brief, pp.19-24.)

Hampton aided Herrera.

explained above, the state presented not just sufﬁcient but overwhelming

evidence of Hampton’s

guilt.

ﬂ

s_um Part

presented to the jury showed that

I.

Hampton

In short,

Hampton’s own version of events

(1) participated in a conversation in

Which

Herrera stated—while cocking his gun—that he was a “shooter” and was going t0 take

White’s

money

(TL, p.316, Ls.5-21); (2) led White t0 Herrera

by

telling

White she had

found someone t0 post bond for his girlfriend (TL, p.292, L.16 — p.295, L.5);
Herrera brought his gun t0 the meeting (TL, p.370, L.1
t0 Herrera,

to

who used

Walmart,

a fake

name

after the assault, to

partook of the spoils 0f Herrera’s
12, p.308, Ls.9-1 1).

No

could conclude that

Hampton

(T12,

p.295, L.7

1

— p.372,

— p.297,

(3)

L. 1); (4) introduced

saw

White

L.19); (5) gave Herrera a ride

use his ill-gotten funds (TL, p.345, Ls.17—22); and (6)
illicit

activity (TL, p.346, L.1

reasonable juror

who

— p.347,

L.6, p.348, Ls.1-

heard that evidence from Hampton herself

did not intentionally participate in Herrera’s aggravated

assault 0f White.

Hampton

argues that the state presented insufﬁcient evidence because “the

evidence did not show Ms.
the subsequent assault

that conclusion only

Hampton knew Mr. Herrera was going to use that gun to commit

upon Mr. White.” (Appellant’s

by omitting from her

brief

21

brief, p.23.)

key testimony

But Hampton reaches

that

went

t0

Hampton’s

knowledge

that Herrera

was going

Hampton’s opening brief omits the
gun

at the

to use his

fact that

gun

to take

White’s money.

Hampton testiﬁed that

she saw Herrera had his

(m generally

meeting between White and Herrera before the assault happened.

Appellant’s brief.) Hampton’s omission of this incriminating fact

Speciﬁcally,

is

inconsistent with the

standard for a claim of insufﬁcient evidence, Which requires the defendant t0

reasonable juror could convict While Viewing

all

show

of the evidence “in the

that

light

no

most

favorable to the prosecution.” Severson, 147 Idaho at 712, 215 P.3d at 432.

When properly Viewed in the
presented at

White’s

trial

light

showed Hampton knew

money and

most favorable
that Herrera

to the prosecution, the evidence

planned on using his gun to take

participated in the assault anyway.

Hampton confessed

that

when

Hampton, Arellano, and Herrera discussed taking White’s money, Herrera said to the other

two—While “cocking

9

his

gun back’—that he was a “shooter” and was going

t0 take

White’s money. (TL, p.3 16, Ls.5-12.) Hampton understood exactly what Herrera meant

because she made fun of Herrera and told him “he didn’t need a gun” t0 take White’s

money. (TL, p.3 16, L.16 — p.317,

way that he changed his mind

— p.293,

L.1

1.)

Hampton

evidence showed that Herrera indicated in any

led

White

t0 a

meeting With Herrera.

(Tr.,

p.292,

Before White and Herrera met each other, Hampton saw that Herrera

had—as promised—brought
L.5.)

N0

about bringing his gun.

Hampton

Later that same day,

L.5

L.3.)

his

gun

to take White’s

money.

(TL, p.371, L.16

testiﬁed that, “[b]efore [the assault] happened,” she

blue gloves in his car With his gun. (TL, p.371, L.16

— p.372,

Herrera brought the gun: she told Arellano, “He’s got a gun.
Let’s g0.” (T12, p.371, L.16

— p.372,

L.

1 .)

L.5.)

p.372,

saw Herrera wearing

Hampton knew Why

Let’s g0.

He’s got a gun.

But Herrera told Hampton “not

22

—

t0

be a pussy,”

so

Hampton

stayed and followed through with the plan. (TL, p.371, L.16

reasonable jury

was going

— p.372,

L.9.)

A

could—and did—conclude from that evidence that Hampton knew Herrera
t0 take White’s

gun

to use his

money

but aided Herrera in committing

aggravated assault with a deadly weapon anyway.

Hampton
Hampton’s

also

seems

t0 argue that the state presented insufﬁcient evidence

of

because the evidence showed Hampton “strongly advised [Herrera]

intent

against using a gun.”

(Appellant’s brief, p.23.)

rejected a nearly identical argument.

E

The United

Rosemond

V.

States

Supreme Court has

United States, 134

S. Ct.

1240,

1243 (2014).

Rosemond, the Court addressed what

In

intent the

government must show when

it

accuses a defendant of aiding and abetting a Violation 0f 18 U.S.C. §924(c), Which
prohibits using or carrying a

ﬁrearm during a drug trafﬁcking crime. 134

S. Ct. at

1243.

The Court held that the government must show the defendant had “advance knowledge that
a confederate would use or carry a gun during the crime’s commission.” Li. The defendant
expressly argued that voicing opposition to the use 0f a gun should negate the requisite
intent for aiding

and

abetting.

EQ

at

1250 (“Rosamond offers as an example an

unarmed

driver assisting in the heist of a store: If that person spent the drive ‘trying t0

persuade

[his confederate] t0 leave [the]

abetting shoplifting, but not

was

clear:

“We

think not.”

of gauging intent
in the illegal

.

.

.

is

gun behind,’ then he should be convicted of

armed robbery.” (brackets
I_d.

in original».

Instead, the Court observed, “[w]hat matters for purposes

that the defendant has chosen, With full

scheme—not

The Court’s response

that, if all

had been

identical crime.” Li.

23

left to

knowledge, t0 participate

him, he would have planned the

Here,

Hampton

chose, with full knowledge, to participate in the illegal scheme.

Hampton had advance knowledge

moment Herrera

told

that Herrera

would use a gun to take White’s money the

Hampton—While cocking

his

gun—that he was going

White’s money. Hampton’s response, n0 matter

to take

how

it is

negate Hampton’s intent because Herrera gave no indication that
Herrera’s

Herrera

mind about using

Furthermore, any doubt

his gun.

planned on using his gun was dispelled the

still

Herrera showed up to the meeting with his gun.

walking away, Hampton stayed and
assaulter.

Because the

would use
state

.

.

.

state

facilitated

gun

characterized, did not

Hampton had changed

Hampton had

moment

to use his

that

Rather than opt-out

as t0 Whether

Hampton saw
at that

that

moment by

White’s introduction t0 his soon-to-be

proved Hampton had “advance knowledge that a confederate

a gun during the crime’s commission,”

presented sufﬁcient evidence that

Hampton had

Rosamond, 134

S. Ct. at

1243, the

the intent necessary t0 aid and abet

aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.

CONCLUSION
The
after a jury

state respectfully requests this

found Hampton guilty of grand

and conspiracy

to

commit grand

DATED this

Court afﬁrm the judgment of conviction entered
theft,

aggravated assault With a deadly weapon,

theft.

14th day of May, 2019.

/s/

Jeff Nye

JEFF NYE
Deputy Attorney General

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

I

copy 0f the foregoing BRIEF
means of iCourt File and Serve:
correct

have

this 14th

day of May, 2019, served a true and
to the attorney listed below by

OF RESPONDENT

JENNY C. SWINFORD
DEPUTY STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
documents@sapd.state.id.us

/s/

Jeff Nye

JEFF NYE
Deputy Attorney General
JN/dd
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